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Server 2016 is Now Available

Domain Name Pricing

The cloud offers IT organizations opportunities to flourish under a new model that
delivers faster time to value and innovation. Many organizations, however, face strict
compliance or business requirements. For organizations that need it all—security,
efficiency, and innovation—Windows Server 2016 delivers it. Windows Server 2016 is the
cloud-ready operating system that supports your current workloads while introducing
new technologies that make it easy to transition to cloud computing when you are
ready.

Due to dramatic cost increase from our
supplier, Intellicom has repriced our
domain name renewal offering. We
have taken the opportunity to simplify
our tiered pricing as well.

Security
Windows Server 2016 includes built-in breach resistance to help thwart attacks on
your systems and meet compliance goals. Even if someone finds a way into your
environment, the layers of security built into Windows Server 2016 limit the damage
they can cause and help detect suspicious activity.

1 year renewal - $37.95 per year
2-5 year renewal - $34.95 per year
6-9 year renewal - $29.95 per year

Infrastructure
Datacenter operations are struggling to reduce costs while handling more data traffic.
New applications stretch the operational fabric and create infrastructure backlogs
that can slow business. As organizations push the boundaries of highly virtualized
environments, they can use Windows Server 2016 capabilities to meet operational and
security challenges, freeing up IT resources to plan a strategy that uses the cloud for
future applications and solutions.
Affordable high-performance storage
Storage systems are critical to the performance of most business applications. But
traditional, expensive, manually configured storage systems can prevent organizations
from realizing the efficiency benefits of a software-defined datacenter. In contrast,
the Azure-inspired, software-defined storage capabilities in Windows Server 2016 use
policies and automation to reduce costs and add scale.
To find out more, please contact your Intellicom account manager today. 308-237-0684
Option 2.

**Content courtesy of the Microsoft website.
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